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F O R E W O R D

W ORLD DEVELOPMENT REPORT 1997, THE TWENTI- and technical inputs. It is also about the underlying, insti-
W eth in this annual series, is devoted to the role and tutional environment: the rules and customs that deter-

effectiveness of the state: what the state should do, how it mine how those inputs are used. As this Report shows,
should do it, and how it can do it better in a rapidly understanding the role the state plays in this environ-
changing world. ment-for example, its ability to enforce the rule of law to

These issues are high on the agenda in developing and underpin market transactions-will be essential to mak-
industrial countries alike. For many, the lesson of recent ing the state contribute more effectively to development.
years has been that the state could not deliver on its The pathways to an effective state are many and varied.
promises: transition economies have had to make a wrench- The Report makes no attempt to offer a single recipe for
ing shift toward the market economy, and much of state reforms worldwide. It does, however, provide a
the developing world has had to face up to the failure of framework for guiding these efforts, in the form of a two-
state-dominated development strategies. Even the mixed part strategy:
economies of the industrialized world, in response to the
failures of government intervention, have opted for a de- * First, focus the state's activities to match its capability.
cided shift in the mix in favor of market mechanisms. Many states try to do too much with few resources and
Many have felt that the logical end point of all these little capability. Getting governments better focused on
reforms was a minimalist state. Such a state would do no the core public activities that are crucial to develop-
harm, but neither could it do much good. ment will enhance their effectiveness.

The Report explains why this extreme view is at odds * Second, over time, look for ways to improve the state's
with the evidence of the world's development success capability by reinvigorating public institutions. The
stories, be it the development of today's industrial eco- Report puts particular emphasis on mechanisms that
nomies in the nineteenth century or the postwar growth give public officials the incentive to do their jobs better
"miracles" of East Asia. Far from supporting a minimalist and to be more flexible, but that also provide restraints
approach to the state, these examples have shown that to check arbitrary and corrupt behavior.
development requires an effective state, one that plays a
catalytic, facilitating role, encouraging and complement- Drawing from examples of successful and unsuccessful
ing the activities of private businesses and individuals. states, and of state reform around the world, the Report
Certainly, state-dominated development has failed. But so elaborates this two-part strategy and shows how it can be
has stateless development-a message that comes through implemented from a number of starting positions. Signif-
all too clearly in the agonies of people in collapsed states icantly, although there is an enormous diversity of settings
such as Liberia and Somalia. History has repeatedly and contexts, effective states clearly do have some com-
shown that good government is not a luxury but a vital mon features. One is in the way government has set rules
necessity. Without an effective state, sustainable develop- underpinning private transactions, and civil society more
ment, both economic and social, is impossible. broadly. Another is in the way government has played by

History and recent experience have also taught us that the rules itself, acting reliably and predictably and con-
development is not just about getting the right economic trolling corruption.



Building a more effective state to support sustainable the challenge for states is neither to shrink into insignifi-
development and the reduction of poverty will not be cance, nor to dominate markets, but to start taking those
easy. In any situation many people will have a vested small steps.
interest in keeping the state as it is, however costly the
results for the well-being of the country as a whole. Over-
coming their opposition will take time and political effort.
But the Report shows how opportunities for reform can
open, and widen, with the help of careful sequencing of
reforms and mechanisms to compensate losers. Even in James D. Wolfensohn
the worst of situations, very small steps toward a more President
effective state can have a large impact on economic and The World Bank
social welfare. As we approach the twenty-first century, May 30, 1997
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Definitions and data notes

The countrics included in rgioonal and income Dollar Higures are current U.S. dollars escept
groupings used in this Report tecept chowe for rhe ';here orherwise specified.
privre sector survc, i are listed in the ClassificatLon of Billiom means 1.0lth million: rV.,/hoi means 1.4100
Econornies tabics at the end of the Selected WVorld billion.
Development Indicators. Income classifications are
based t,n GNP[' per capita: thresholds t;r income cla.,- The followving abbrev-iations are used:
hlfatioianm inthis edition may- be Itbund in the Intro-

duction to Selected \\orld Deseloprnent Indicaors. CEE CentraJ and Eastern Europe
(nroup averagcs reporced in the ti6ures and tables are CiS Commonnmealth of Independent Stares
unw%elihted av%erg,es ot [he countries in the group GDP Gross domestic product
except %%here noted co the contrary. GNP Gross national product

The use ot the trcri 'countries" to reter to eco- IMF Internationil Mlonetarv Fund
nomie' impci n ludg,menc b. thc \W(orld Bank NGO Nongovernmental organization
ab,ut the legal or ohecr status of a Teritory. Statiics OECD C)rganizaton for Economic Cooperarion
reported tor 'developing countries" include eco- and Developmenr
nomies in tramsition trom central planning escept PPP Purchasing power parity
w%here notrcd to rhc contrrar,.


